IN CASE OF A TORNADO WARNING

- "GET INDOORS. GET DOWN. COVER UP!" Immediately move to the place identified in your building's tornado plan.
- If you are unclear where that is, seek an interior space in the lowest available level of the building away from windows, with as many walls between you and the storm.
- After a tornado warning is issued it may be too late to seek the Best Available Severe Weather Refuge Area.

IN CASE OF ADVANCED NOTICE BEFORE A TORNADO WARNING IS ISSUED:

- There may be days identified by the National Weather Service as a "Potentially Dangerous Situation" where the potential for tornadoes is highly likely. OUHSC may take precaution on these days in advance of a tornado warning and close operations to allow people to seek Best Available Severe Weather Refuge Areas.
- The attached map shows the route from your building to the Best Available Severe Weather Refuge Area.
- Do not wait until a tornado warning is issued to move. After a tornado warning is issued it may be too late to seek the Best Available Severe Weather Refuge Area.

* Map provided by: Emergency Management Operations
  Contact: 271-6963
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